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The Diary of a Rapist



by
Evan S. Connell
· A.M. Homes



2004·







·3.42·252 Ratings


The 1960s: news of riots, war, unheard-of behavior, and rampant crime crowds the papers and the airwaves. Spurned by his wife at home and by superiors at work, Earl Summerfield hunkers down in his cramped San Francisco apartment and keeps a diary that is





 
	 











The Safety of Objects



by
A.M. Homes



1990·







·3.81·2,898 Ratings


The Safety of Objects kidnaps readers into a world of emotional science fiction where reality and the surreal mix in a disturbing vision of the way we live now. As skillful as it is scary, this is a breakthrough collection that gives new meaning to the wo





 
	 











The Mistress's Daughter



by
A.M. Homes



2007·







·3.28·3,167 Ratings


The acclaimed writer A. M. Homes was given up for adoption before she was born. Her biological mother was a twenty-two-year-old single woman who was having an affair with a much older married man with a family of his own. The Mistress's Daughter is the ru





 
	 











Jack



by
A.M. Homes



2004·







·3.63·1,036 Ratings


Jack is a teenager who wants nothing more than to be normal - even if being normal means having divorced parents and a rather strange best friend. But when Jack's father takes him out in a rowboat on Lake Watchmayoyo and tells his son that he's gay, nothi
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by
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· Gary Lutz
· Kate Braverman
· Christine Schutt
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· Stephen Dixon
· Diane Williams
· Joanna Scott
· Brian Evenson
· Wells Tower
· Mary Gaitskill
· Deborah Eisenberg
· David Foster Wallace
· Matthew Derby
· Anne Carson
· Dawn Raffel
· Padgett Powell
· Joe Wenderoth
· Rick Bass
· A.M. Homes
· Mark Richard
· Aimee Bender
· Anthony Doerr
· Sam Lipsyte
· Lydia Davis
· Mary Caponegro
· Ann Cumins



2004·







·3.96·820 Ratings


“In twenty-nine separate but ingenious ways, these stories seek permanent residence within a reader. They strive to become an emotional or intellectual cargo that might accompany us wherever, or however, we go. . . . If we are made by what we read, if l





 
	 











In a Country of Mothers



by
A.M. Homes



1994·







·3.5·922 Ratings


No relationship is more charged than that between a psychotherapist and her patient—unless it is the relationship between a mother and her daughter. This disturbing literary thriller explores what happens when the line between those relationships blurs.





 
	 











Things You Should Know: A Collection of Stories



by
A.M. Homes



2003·







·3.81·1,048 Ratings


In this stunningly original collection, A. M. Homes writes with terrifying compassion about the things that matter most. Homes's distinctive narrative illuminates our dreams and desires, our memories and losses, and demonstrates how extraordinary the ordi





 
	 











The End of Alice



by
A.M. Homes



1997·







·3.61·5,344 Ratings


From the 2013 Orange Prize-winning author of May We Be ForgivenOnly a work of such searing, meticulously controlled brilliance could provoke such a wide range of visceral responses. Here is the incredible story of an imprisoned pedophile who is drawn into





 
	 











Music for Torching



by
A.M. Homes



2000·







·3.69·2,889 Ratings


Paul and Elaine have two boys and a beautiful home, yet they find themselves thoroughly, inexplicably stuck. Obsessed with 'making things good again', they spin the quiet terrors of family life into a fantastical frenzy that careens well and truly out of





 
	 











Appendix A: An Elaboration on the Novel The End of Alice



by
A.M. Homes



1996·







·3.52·157 Ratings


Appendix A: is an elaboration on A.M. Homes' novel, The End Of Alice: part romance, part horror story, darkly comic and sinister, "Alice" masterfully captures the extremes of sexual obsession and desire, luring the reader into the lives of characters simu
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Properties of concrete By A.M. Neville


 2,866 Pages·2012·28.22 MB 



Honorary Member of the Brazilian Concrete Insti- tute Properties of concrete / A.M. Neville  ...





 
	 








Home hints and timeless tips : more than 3,000 tried-and-trusted techniques for smart housekeeping, home cooking, beauty and body care, natural remedies, home style and comfort, and easy gardening


 948 Pages·2016·32.73 MB·New! 



days gone by and shows you how they can benefit your health, lifestyle, home and garden. All have been  ...





 
	 








The Complete Guide to Home Carpentry : Carpentry Skills & Projects for Homeowners (Black & Decker Home Improvement Library)


 255 Pages·2000·18.59 MB·New! 



The Complete Guide to Home Carpentry combines the most popular carpentry projects with up-to-date  ...





 
	 








Arduino Home Automation Projects : Automate your Home using the powerful Arduino Platform


 132 Pages·2014·11.24 MB·New! 



Arduino Home Automation Projects : Automate your Home using the powerful Arduino Platform Marco  ...





 
	 








The 5 A.M. Miracle: Dominate Your Day Before Breakfast


 154 Pages·2015·2.7 MB·New! 



smoothie every morningOrganize annual goals in 3-month chunksUse a task manager to track projects The 5 A.M  ...





 
	 








The Black & Decker Complete Guide to Home Wiring: Including Information on Home Electronics & Wireless Technology, Revised Edition


 303 Pages·2005·2.06 MB·New! 



Earlier editions of The Complete Guide to Home Wiring sold more than 500,000 copies  ...





 
	 








Home Plan Doctor: The Essential Companion for Anyone Buying a Home Design Plan


 225 Pages·2007·205.12 MB·New! 



Every new house begins with a dream—and a home plan. But it can be terrifying to commit a lifetime  ...





 
	 








Oxford Dictionary of Psychology, Colman, A.M.


 777 Pages·2003·8.51 MB·New! 



Oxford Dictionary of Psychology, Colman, A.M.  ...





 
	 








Raspberry Pi Home Automation with Arduino: Automate your home with a set of exciting projects


 176 Pages·2013·5.96 MB·New! 



the Raspberry Pi with an Arduino board you'll be able to revolutionize the way you interact with your home  ...





 
	 








The Complete Home Guide to Herbs, Natural Healing, and Nutrition


 317 Pages·2010·1.46 MB 



that herbalism and natural healing should be restored to. The Complete Home Guide to Herbs, Natural Healing  ...
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 Ask yourself: What would I be risking if I did some of the things that are outside of my comfort zone? Next
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